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The Salem Area Chamber of Commerce, the leading voice of business in the Mid-Willamette Valley, has named Tom Hoffert, as the
organization’s Chief Executive Officer effective January 2, 2019.

“After a comprehensive search
process, we are pleased to have
Tom Hoffert lead the Chamber
into its next season of growth,
innovation and member service."
"Tom will continue the mission of the Salem Area Chamber of
Commerce as an advocate for a healthy business climate,” said
T.J. Sullivan, Chamber Board President and President of Huggins
Insurance. “Tom’s vision, integrity and exceptional background
makes him uniquely positioned to lead the Salem Chamber membership and the regional business community in support of a
strong and vibrant local economy.”
Hoffert, born and raised in Salem, graduated from Sprague High
School and Western Oregon University. He previously worked at
the Chamber as the Director of Public Affairs from 1998 to 2004.
He went on to lead culinary innovation at Don Pancho Authentic
Mexican Foods for nearly 15 years.
“The Salem Area Chamber of Commerce has an outstanding
reputation serving and representing the area’s robust business
community in our region and beyond,” said Tom Hoffert, incoming Salem Area Chamber of Commerce CEO. “I am very excited
to work with Chamber members, leadership, key stakeholders and
regional partners to build on the Chamber’s reputation as the preeminent membership organization for business. This is an exciting
time, and the Chamber is well positioned to develop new and exciting opportunities for businesses.
The Salem Area Chamber of Commerce is a privately-funded 501(c)
(6) not-for-profit membership organization that advocates for business, community and economic prosperity. The Salem Chamber represents over 1,200 businesses, who employ over 50,000 Oregonians in
the Mid-Willamette Valley. Led by a volunteer board of directors, the
Salem Chamber is dedicated to sustaining Salem's quality of life, and
keeping the community and economy vibrant. To learn more about the
Salem Area Chamber of Commerce, please visit salemchamber.org.
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BEAUTIFUL SOUTH SALEM HOME!

Master on the main in this 4 bdrm, 2 bath,
2,329 sq. ft home on .20 acre lot. Many
amenities. Granite with cooktop island in
kitchen. Vaulted master with jetted tub. Large
laundry with lots of storage. Covered RV
parking with gray water dump. Gas BBQ on
back deck! Reduced to $385,000 (736075)
Don Meyer, RE/MAX Integrity, 503-999-2381
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WEST SALEM BEAUTY!

Great room floor plan! Spacious
with high ceilings. 4 bdrm, 2 bath,
2281 sq. ft. home on .14 acre lot. 4
th bdrm would be ideal den. Kitchen
& both baths have slab granite. Cvrd
patio with open space behind fenced
backyard. $382,500 (741918) Rick
& Ande Hofmann, RE/MAX Integrity
503-390-9660

COMPLETE REMODEL!

Open floor plan on one level, plus 14x17
loft in one master suite. 4 bdrms (2 are
master suites), 3 full baths, 2541 sq. ft
home on lg. .22 acre lot in South Salem.
New: roof, fiber cement siding, flooring,
kitchen appliances, cabinets, counters,
windows, furnace, heat pump, and more.
$459,500 (741414) Don Meyer, RE/MAX
Integrity, 503-999-2381

Welcome to this custom built home with great features! The
entry way leads to the bright formal living room with vaulted
ceiling. Master suite has jetted tub, and WIC. 2 bedrooms
and family room with gas fireplace. Office off family with built
in storage. Large kitchen and dining has vaulted ceiling and
new stove, single basin sink and refrigerator included. Tile
counters and moveable kitchen island. A/C, spacious yard,
covered patio and indoor utility room too. (742484) Roger
Elliott – 503-569-5003

8.5 ACRES IN AUMSVILLE!

3 small ponds on parcel. The property is being sold in 'AS-IS'
condition. Seller shall consider “CASH” offers only. Reduced to
$449,500 (741140). Rick & Ande Hofmann, RE/MAX Integrity
503-390-9660

This older home tucked in a quiet neighborhood is larger than
it looks. Has 4 bedrooms and a large back yard with alley
access to the back gives room for a small RV or trailer. Has a
larger than normal storage shed in back yard. Approximately
8x16 feet. Garden area ready for spring planting.(741479)
Roger Elliott – 503-569-5003

"The Chute House" is a 1913 Craftsman Bungalow with
modern updates and character. Just remodeled in an out
this home boasts new vinyl windows, fresh paint in and out,
new kitchen cabinets, counters, dishwasher & disposal, new
flooring/carpet, new tub/shower enclosure, tile floor, water
heater, refrig and roof and gutters will be installed prior to
closing. Close to schools and 15 minutes to Salem. USDA
eligible and low taxes. Newly installed roof and gutters
(730608) – Trevor Elliott – 503-602-1039

Watch the sunset from your deck when you build your dream
home on this hard to find South East Salem Lot. This lot is
perfect for a daylight basement home. Bring your builder or we
have one to help you build! Buyer to due diligence on building.
(737999) Roger Elliott – 503-569-5003
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Avoiding the “Transparency Trap”
Unless you’re in highly
supervised
production
environment,
it’s
not
likely you’re watching
your staff every minute of
the workday. However, if
you are trying to improve
MARY LOUISE efficiency, it's good to
know how your employees
VANNATTA
spend their time working.
TELLING
employees
YOUR STORY Keeping
productive and on task,
after all, is part of a manager’s job. However,
over-supervising employees or questioning
every part of a job process can sometimes
have the opposite effect.
An article published a few years ago
in Harvard Business Week titled “the
Transparency Trap” offers an interesting
argument about workplace transparency.
The author observes that “individuals
and groups routinely wasted significant
resources in an effort to conceal beneficial
activities because they believed that bosses,
peers, and external observers who might see

them would have no idea how to properly
understand them.” In other words, if a
manager knows what an employee does, but
does not understand why they do it that way,
could lead to the manager mistakenly halting
or slowing down a beneficial process.
Imagine a manager who monitors
everything their office accountant does. If
the manager does not have an accounting
background, they will certainly have
questions. They may ask the accountant why
they record transactions even though money
isn’t changing hands (accrual accounting
anyone?). The manager may think they
can save money by asking the accountant
to “simplify things” or “do it another way.”
This, of course, could be detrimental to a
business’s financial management.
Managers fall into this trap because they
don’t trust what they don’t understand (or
are so arrogant they think they know it all).
If you’re hiring any kind of professional,
they’re going to know something you don’t.
Apple founder Steve Jobs said it best, “It
doesn't make sense to hire smart people and
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tell them what to do; we hire smart people, so
they can tell us what to do.” If you know how
to do everything your employee knows how
to do, you’ve hired “labor,” not a business
professional. If employees are adding
value to an organization and fulfilling their
workplace obligations, managers should
leave them to their work.
There’s a fine line between supervising
and “back seat driving.” A manager needs
to know when to ask questions and when to
trust the expertise of others. Competent staff
should also be transparent about his or her

work and be able to alleviate a manager’s
concern and explain a process when
asked. Managers should strive to consider
a combination of the ultimate outcomes
(are things working?) and the employee’s
knowledge and experience before picking
apart a process. By trusting your employees
to do their jobs, you can avoid falling into the
“transparency trap.”
Mary Louise VanNatta, APR, CAE is the CEO
of VanNatta Public Relations a PR, Consulting
and Event Planning firm in Salem, Oregon.
Prsalem.com
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GRAND OPENING!

NEW SALEM LOCATION
SHOWROOM

We specialize in affordable, high-end
European vehicles to suit every lifestyle
here in the Northwest and across the
country. We pride ourselves in having
the best car selection kept in the
protection of a boutique like indoor
showroom. When you’re ready to buy,
our finance team is there to find you
the best financing solution to fit your
needs. We make the sales process
quick, easy and pressure free so you
can drive away confident.

SERVICE

Freeman Service Center has a team
of dedicated Advisors and certified
technicians to take care of your vehicle.
Our technicians specialize in European
mechanical repair but are skilled to
work on any make and model. Use of
the latest diagnostic equipment, tools
and information systems allow us to
efficiently and accurately work on
today’s sophisticated vehicles, keeping
you and your family safe on the road.

3784 Portland Road NE
SHOWROOM 503-310-5555 | SERVICE CENTER 503-595-5353

WWW.FREEMANMOTOR.COM
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A Tale of Two Governing Philosophies
Spend it while you got
it or build efficiencies in
preparation for the times
you don’t?
Recent proposals from
Gov. Kate Brown and
Secretary of State Dennis
Richardson appear to be
ANTHONY K.
SMITH
a tale of two governing
philosophies.
OREGON
Coming off her sucSTATE
DIRECTOR
cessful November bid
NFIB
for re-election, Governor
Brown released her recommended budget for the 2019-21 biennium. Her plan calls for $23.6 billion in total
General Fund/Lottery spending, which includes the reauthorization of several temporary taxes – and some new taxes as well.
To put this number in perspective, the
budget for the 2013-15 biennium was $16.7
billion, increased to $19 billion for 2015-17,
and boosted again for the 2017-19 biennium to $21.1 billion. In addition to the new
taxes proposed in her base budget for the
next biennium, the governor wants $2 billion in brand new spending to be dedicated
to education. If adopted by the Legislature,
the state’s next two-year budget would grow

to $25.6 billion, an increase of $4.5 billion
from our current state budget.
Just weeks after releasing her revenueand-spending plan, the Oregon Legislature
met in Salem to cue up bills for the upcoming session. House and Senate committees will officially introduce bills that raise
property taxes (business and residential),
increase taxes on certain pass-through businesses, increase corporate income taxes,
and increase taxes on beer and wine, just to
name a few.
That same week, the new Joint Committee on Student Success was presented with
cost estimates for more than 50 policy recommendations previously submitted to the
Legislative Fiscal Office for analysis. The total came to more than $3 billion.
Oregon’s economy is doing well: Unemployment rates are hovering near all-time
lows, state income tax receipts are at an
all-time high, job growth has outpaced
population growth, and median household
incomes continue to rise. Most other states
are doing well, too.
Peculiarly, one sign of how well the economy is doing is the increased talk of a looming recession. Although economists at the
Oregon Office of Economic Analysis aren’t

yet predicting when a recession will occur,
there is ample evidence in the data indicating that economic growth is likely to slow
sometime in the next year or two in Oregon
– and the rest of the U.S.
Compounding this challenge is the fact
that, even during times like these when the
economy is doing quite well, Oregon has a
persistent structural budget deficit. Decisions made long ago have resulted in everincreasing required payments from public
employers into the state’s public pension
system (PERS), which have strained government budgets at every level, from school
districts to the state itself. Funding the expansion of Oregon’s Medicaid program
(OHP) has also proved to be an expensive
challenge.
So, will Oregon shortly find itself like the
horse racing bettor whose winning streak
has run cold, or can it muster some prudence over its spending and prepare itself
to cushion whatever blows a recession will
throw its way?
For a sneak peek at how it could cushion
itself, Secretary of State Dennis Richardson
released an audit showing that the adoption of a statewide electronic procurement
system could potentially save the state up

to $1.6 billion in the 2019-21 biennium. The
secretary’s office already has plans to implement the system this year.
What would $1.6 billion in savings mean
for Oregon? First, the state could fill the
$623 million budget hole required to maintain current service levels for all state agencies, including full funding for OHP and
PERS. Second, 10 school days could be added to bring our statewide average up to 180
days of student learning. This was the policy
recommendation with the largest price tag
presented to the Student Success Committee in December ($516 million). Depending
on the actual savings generated from the
secretary’s audit, the committee may still
have an additional $461 million to spend on
other education priorities. All without raising taxes.
Finding budget-saving efficiencies, as Secretary Richardson has commendably done,
cannot by itself protect Oregon from a recession’s severest blow. For that, the state’s
top policy makers will need to resist making
a tax-and-spend approach their first – and
often only – option.
Anthony K. Smith is Oregon state director for
NFIB
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SIMPLY TYPE IN YOUR
BROWSER JLSAPP.COM

• Interactive Map With GPS
• Location Based Search
• MIs/Property Number Search
• Extensive Search Criteria Options
• Road And Satellite Map Views

January 2019

• Comprehensive Property Details w/Photos
• Built In Sharing Tools
• Driving Directions
• Mortgage Calculator

John L. Scott Real Estate
Salem Office - 503-585-0100

salemoffice.johnlscott.com
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OMD!
Typo? Didn’t I mean
OMG!? Nope — I meant
OMD!. It’s an acronym for
One More Day, with the !
added for emphasis.
Whereas
the
more
common OMG! term is
used to express shock,
CRAIG CLINE surprise, alarm, disbelief,
NON PROFIT excitement, etc., I’m using
ADVOCATE
OMD! to trumpet my
gratitude for the opportunity to live one
more day — today.
I used to take the probability that I’d
always have at least one more day of life
for granted. Now that I’m “older,” I don’t.
And as my sense of mortality has developed,
I’ve become an advocate for helping our
community right now — while I’m still
above ground — alive and kickin’.
My August Salem Business Journal (SBJ)
article was “Now What?,” based on the
get-your-attention titled publication “I’m
Dead. Now What?/Important Information
about My Belongings, Business Affairs, and
Wishes.”
According to a blurb in the November
2018 edition of Better Homes and Gardens
magazine, “58% of adults don’t have a will or
living trust.” The magazine also suggested:

“Get started using the free app Tomorrow
(tomorrow.me).”
I’m just gonna say it: virtually every adult
who can create his/her personal will should
create it — because to die without a will is
flat irresponsible. I needn’t explain why.
We know why.
Given our ‘druthers, we won’t die anytime
soon. We have the present-day-opportunity
to do certain things now. But what should
we do — to simultaneously help ourselves
and our community?
For one thing, most of us could stand to
work on our own sense of empathy; which
generally means “the ability to understand
the personal feelings and life situations of
others.”
Our enhanced empathy can lead us toward
giving more time and money to our local
Nonprofit Organizations (NPOs), also called
Community Benefit Organizations (CBOs).
They do so much — to help so many.
Most of us, as individuals, seldom take the
time to directly help “those in need.” But
we can help them indirectly — by investing
our personal resources in our local NPOs/
CBOs. They do the work — we should fund
that work.
I want to specifically ask that we who
are “seniors,” who either by choice or

good fortune no longer have to work for a
living, make “Impact Investing” one of our
hobbies. In making such investments, we
act as catalysts for a higher quality of life in
our local community.
The Oxford Living Dictionaries defines
a hobby as “an activity done regularly in
one’s leisure time for pleasure.” Those of
us fortunate enough to choose vocational
unemployment may now be able to choose
avocational employment. But while we may
have the ability to make that choice, why
should we?

One big reason springs from the personal
pleasure we get from “a hobby of helping.”
It’s a generally accepted principle that when
we help others, we help ourselves, too. We
feel a sense of fulfillment and joy.
Let’s talk about putting more of our
money towards what we might call “higher
and better uses” — uses that particularly
benefit our own locale. Cherie and I want to
help make it really easy for you to become
an even better and more consistent donor,
so we’re sharing our “CHARITIES CHART”
with you. See OMD, Page 16
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So. Much. Excitement!
Greetings and Happy
New Year! 2018 sure
seemed to fly by and like
many of things, it is tough
sometimes to stop and
smell the roses. We need to
celebrate success! I am very
proud of all those who took
ALEX CASEBEER a risk last year by openINSIDE
ing a business, invested in
SCOOP
their building or property,
or took the time to dig in
to our community through service or contribution. There is serious momentum and I, for one,
love it!
So where do we go from here? Here are some
things I am going to focus on in 2019. Maybe
it will help kickstart an idea with you or your
colleagues!
Expect the Unexpected. This phrase was
something I learned from my father and he is
the king of this. One way we to try to delight our
employees is to try to keep them on their toes
– in a good way. We want them to always “expect the unexpected”. We want them to come
to work knowing this is a fun place to work and
something exciting is always around the corner. We are making a huge investment in our
business and campus in 2019 and one that may
didn’t see coming. What ways can you be more
spontaneous in your leadership, day to day routine, or with your customers? Keep people on
their toes and watch the excitement grow!
Bring back the wonder. Sounds vague, I

know. However, my goal for this year is to think
more simply, enjoy the little surprises in life
and being back the childlike wonder that my
kids have. Have you heard of Elf on the Shelf?
This is a great example. The Elf does silly, mischievous things every day in the month of December. My kids go nuts and laugh hysterically
at the crazy things the Elf gets into. Why can’t
I be more like that in my day to day? How can
you bring back the childlike delights and surprises within your organization or daily routine? Let’s all be a little mischievous (in a positive way!) and watch what happens with the
morale of those around you.
Believe. This is simple. Create and commit
to a plan and believe in it 100%. That doesn’t
mean you can’t change or alter it but you have
to be absolutely committed and believe in the
direction you and your business are heading. I
am going to believe in the direction we are going and motivate those around me to join in the
belief and commitment!
Hopefully you are going to make 2019 even
better than 2018 was! There are so many reasons to be positive on what is going on around
us and in our community. Let’s be the best version of ourselves this year and watch what happens around town. Until next time, cheers to a
brand new year and another year of opportunities!
Alex Casebeer is on the Executive Team at
Capitol Auto Group and can be reached at
acasebeer@capitolauto.com , 503-585-4141 or
twitter.com/alexcasebeer
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Inspiring Leaders and Non-profits
An interview with Bryan Gonzalez, Festival Chorale Oregon

HARVEY GAILSPIRE
MANAGEMENT

Each month, I feature local nonprofit leaders who
make an impact. This
week, I visit with Bryan
Gonzalez, president of
the Festival Chorale Oregon. Bryan is the Policy &
Strategy Manager of the
Oregon State Treasury.
Tell us about your nonprofit:

Festival Chorale Oregon is a Salem-based
community choir of more than 100 singers.
We primarily perform choral masterworks
with a full orchestra and feature emerging
and well-known vocal soloists from across
the Northwest. We regularly tour Europe
to present American choral music, and we
have performed five times at Carnegie Hall.
We also operate a Victorian caroling group
that performs at numerous public and private holiday events throughout November
and December.

How did you get into the role? How did
you find yourself in leadership in the organization?
This is my eighth year singing in the choir,
my third year on the board, and my second
year as President. After singing in the choir
for several years, I was interested in better
understanding how the organization operated and lending my skills and knowledge
to support the group's continued success. I
was honored to be nominated as President
after just one year on the board, and I'm fortunate to be surrounded and supported on
the board by dedicated, knowledgeable and
passionate people.
What experiences best prepared you for
this role?
Through my career in state government,
I have gained experience in many of the
functions that it takes to manage any organization: budgeting, contracting, communications, policy development, project
management, strategic planning, vendor
management and leadership. While the
scale and resources differ significantly, I
find the principles remain the same. I also
draw on my personal involvement with
nonprofits throughout my life, including the

Boy Scouts of America, 4-H, and the Oregon
Food Bank Network.
What is difficult about your nonprofit
leadership role? What is easy?
The most challenging part of being President is the variety of tasks and issues that
arise, especially as a fully volunteer-run
organization. Fortunately, several board
members have had long tenures with the
group and are well-versed in their roles and
bring crucial organizational knowledge.
I often rely on other board members to
provide context around how we've tackled
challenges in the past and appreciate their
wealth of experience.
What have you uniquely contributed to
your organization?
I'm most proud of the choir's continued
success during my time on the board. We've
had two triumphant tours across Europe
and are celebrating our 40th season this

year—a major milestone and accomplishment for any organization. We've also continued to mature the business-side of the
organization and have taken important
steps to strengthen our financial future.
What are you looking for in future leaders in your group?
More than anything, nonprofit work requires passion. We are always looking for
hard-working, passionate people who are
willing to jump in and lend a hand with
whatever needs to be done. While board
members must be dues-paying singers, anyone is welcome to volunteer with our group.
Right now, we're looking for people with
experience in grant writing, donor/sponsor
development and stage management.
Bryan is a great example of a leader who
combines his professional skills with his
life-long passions. What a great story. I
hope to get out and hear a concert some
time! To learn more about Festival
Chorale Oregon, you can visit www.
festivalchorale.org.
Are you a volunteer leader of a nonprofit or
association? If you or someone you know would like
to be featured in my column, email me at harvey@
spiremanagement.com

G. Harvey Gail is president of Spire Management, an association management, event planning and
consulting firm located in Salem, Oregon. www.SpireManagement.com , @HarvGail.
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The Trouble with Tariffs: How Tariffs Affect Commercial Real Estate
You’ve probably heard
about tariffs lately. Tariff
increases and subsequent
fears about a potential
“trade war” have dominated the news cycle. However, tariffs remain a point
ALEX RHOTEN of confusion for many.
Though complicated, busiPRINCIPAL
ness professionals (espeBROKER,
cially those involved in real
COLDWELL
BANKER
estate) should strive to unCOMMERCIAL derstand them. After all, a
MOUNTAIN
change in tariffs can influWEST
REAL ESTATE ence your business.
Trade is an important
part of the United States economy. When foreign countries purchase United States goods,
new money enters the economy. In contrast,
when the U.S. buys goods from foreign countries, money leaves the economy. Therefore,
increasing exports and/or decreasing imports
leads to economic growth.
In today’s globalized economy, the U.S. imports far more than it exports (a net difference
of $651 billion in the third quarter of 2018).
Because many foreign manufacturers produce
goods at a lower cost, U.S. businesses buy from
them. While businesses save money by purchasing foreign goods, domestic manufacturers
see a decrease in sales. This may lead to factory

closures and unemployment. To protect jobs
and incentivize domestic purchases, the government turns to tariffs.
Tariffs are a tax on imported goods. Policymakers argue that by making imports more expensive via the tax, U.S. businesses will choose
to purchase domestically. Money and investments, therefore, stay in the U.S. economy.
This is the crux of the current administration's
tariff policy. However, presidents throughout
history have used tariffs to achieve similar
economic goals. While tariffs can benefit local
manufacturers, tariffs can also dramatically increase costs for businesses that rely on foreign
manufacturers.
The tariff rate directly affects the commercial
real estate industry; particularly, the increase
in steel and aluminum tariffs. Tariffs on common building materials make construction
more expensive. A report from RSM US LLP,
a Chicago-based tax consulting firm, argues
that steel tariff increases “will curb the development of office, retail, industrial and multifamily
building” and will make it harder for developers to forecast material costs. The report adds
that “the lack of new development will continue
to increase the values of existing real estate assets and limit the ability of developers to meet
demand.”
Given these challenges, how should those
in the industry respond? The key is to pay at-

tention to current economic trends and take
tariffs into account when doing long-term strategic planning. If tariffs negatively affect your
business, voicing your concerns politically is
also an important strategy. Concerned professionals can do this by supporting their professional lobbying organization and contacting

503
Sushi
Bar

Come by the
Reed Opera
House and try
our amazing
restaurants
189 Liberty St. NE
Salem, Oregon 97301
reedoperahouse.com

their representatives. While tariffs make the
commercial real estate sea turbulent, diligent
observation and planning can help real estate
professionals weather the storm.
Alex Rhoten is a principal broker at Coldwell
Banker Commercial Mountain West Real Estate. www.CBCRE.com, (503) 587-4777

Chira’s

Restaurant
& Catering

Sisters
Irish
Bistro

Little Cannoli Bakery
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OREGON PUC APPROVES
NEW RATES FOR PGE
Overall PGE Rates will increase 0.47%

(SALEM, Ore.) — Today the Oregon Public
Utility Commission (PUC) approved a modest increase in rates for residential and some
commercial customers of Portland General
Electric (PGE) – the rates will go into effect
January 1, 2019. Some larger customers will
see a decrease in rates.
A typical household using about 800 kWh
per month will see a bill increase of $1.68,
or 1.6%. Commercial customers’ rates will go
up 2.5%, while larger industrial customers’
rates will decrease 2.1%.
PGE originally proposed an increase of
$85.9 million or 4.78% in revenues. The
PUC’s decision reduced PGE’s request by
over $53 million, approving a rate increase
of $32.67 million, or 1.79%. The actual rate
impact to customers will be much lower,
however. An updated forecast of overall
power use means PGE’s effective change in
rates will total $8.96 million, a 0.47% increase in revenues.
PGE’s increase in costs is largely driven by
replacing old equipment used for the transmission and distribution of power, and to
accommodate customer growth. Additionally, PGE is investing in new technology to
improve customer services and to protect
customers and the grid.
“PGE’s modest rate increase is helping to
fund important investments for the old and
the new,” said Megan Decker, PUC Chair.
“With this revenue PGE will keep its tradi-

tional service infrastructure up-to-date, and
will make the system more secure against
growing cybersecurity threats. Both investments are essential to a modern system that
serves the needs of customers.”
“We scrutinize utility costs closely to protect consumers,” stated Chair Decker. “In
this case, the improvements PGE is making to the electricity system are focused
on smaller customers; as a result, smaller
customers will see slight increases in rates,
while larger customers will see lower rates.”
Customers that may need help with winter
heating bills may dial “211” to inquire about
energy assistance programs in their area.
PGE serves over 870,000 customers in Oregon.

503.485.2222 WVBK.COM
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Döstädning
If your Swedish is a bit
rusty döstädning translates to death cleaning and
is associated with a book
written in 2017 by Margareta Magnusson. To summarize in a short statement; somewhere around
RAY SAGNER
middle age you get rid of
FINANCIAL
all the stuff you have acCOLUMNIST cumulated that you have
no more use for and that
no one else has to deal with after you pass. At
an age north of 80 Ms. Magnusson states her
motivation in part after cleaning out several
relatives’ possessions over her long life. One
of my favorite statements in the book is that
the process is about a permanent form of organization that makes your everyday life run
more smoothly.
I am all about minimalism when it comes to
having things for myself and thinking about
my daughter having to go through boxes of
keepsakes and nick-knacks that I could not
part with. If you think someone may enjoy
something you pass, ask them. This article is
not so much about getting rid of things but
of organizing your financial life and to gain
some sense of control. It is about having your
financial in one place on one document that
you can easily access.
I have written before that “one of the strongest tonics for easing your mind is having
‘things in order.’” Upon reflection and experience, it is not true that everyone feels better
when their financial lives are organized, or
when the garage is finally cleaned up. While
a cluttered garage may not be that important, having your financial documents in a
form that you can readily access will give you
a clearer picture of what you’re dealing with,
thereby making your financial decisions easier. Also, having your financial information
in one place will aid those who will take care
of your affairs when you are not able to. And
that day will come
In this first article of 2019 we will cover
some old strategies for getting financial documents and other personal information in
an orderly format. We will also discuss the
benefits of a letter of intent for those of you
who may need to use the information that
you have gathered. Don’t just think about it
-- ten good intentions do not equal one good
deed. At some point we must act, so why not
this year, this month, this day?!
Step one: for your convenience, you should
have a file folder for your monthly bills and
statements, as well as folders or binders for
such documents as your insurance policies,
investment statements, current year tax information, etc.
Step two: make a list of all your personal information such as the professionals you deal
with and all of your account details. Keep in
mind that the data listed on this document

will provide easy access to the information
not just for you, but also for the person who
may need to deal with your financial affairs
for you. Once completed, the document
should be kept in a secure place. Begin with
the date the document was completed and
include such personal information as your
full name, SS number, date of birth, and
drivers’ license number. If you are versed
in Microsoft Excel, you can create headings
across the top for the institution, type of account, account name and number, a contact
person and their phone number. You should
also include any passwords for online access.
Include all of your single, joint, and business accounts, and indicate both assets (i.e.
checking, savings, and investment accounts)
and liabilities (i.e. credit cards and mortgages). It may be helpful, as well, to create a
separate sheet which lists your beneficiaries
for your various accounts.
If you would like an example, email me
(Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com) and I will send
you a template that can help you get started.
You may then want to encourage your parents and children to complete a similar form.
Once the form is completed, make a copy
and give it to whomever you have designated
as the executor of your estate. You can have
them keep it in a sealed envelope until they
need it and let them know that you may be
updating it periodically and exchanging envelopes. Or as I have done put the information on a thumb drive, one for me and one for
my executor. Compiling all of this information may seem like a time-consuming task at
first, but it is an important step in simplifying your future, and it is time well spent.
Now, let us go a step further, I encourage
clients to write a letter of intent to those who
may be managing their affairs one day. A letter of intent spells out the specifics concerning the “who, what, where, why, and how” of
financial documents, special disposition of
assets, and desired funeral arrangements.
The point is not to leave your loved ones confused, hurt or burdened.
As one who has gone through this process, I know it can be uncomfortable and I
understand why people are reluctant, but it
is a valuable process. Not only does it help
you clarify what you value, but it also shows
that you value those you leave behind. Here’s
looking forward to a healthy, prosperous and
organized 2019. Cheersmay view the Company’s web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.
com
The purpose of this article is to inform our readers
about financial planning/life issues. It is not intended,
nor should it be used, as a substitute for specific legal,
accounting, or financial advice. Asadvice in these disciplines may only be given in response to inquiries regarding specific situations from a trained professional.

Ray Sagner is a Certified Financial Planner™ professional with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered
Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem. Ray can be contacted at 503-581-6020, or by email at Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the Company’s web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.com
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A Wake-up Call to Every Oregon Taxpayer
Each and every New Year
is an opportunity for a
new beginning. A new
start. A time to turn the
page. Being the eternal
optimist, I try to find the
good in everything.
But I can’t shake off
PATTI MILNE
the
disturbing December
PEOPLE,
newspaper
headlines that
PLACES &
continue
to
nag at me.
POLITICS
These headlines should
be a wake-up call to every Oregon taxpayer.
“Oregon Lawmakers get a taste of possible
tax hikes in 2019.” “The House Revenue
committee introduced more than 50 proposals ...and the Senate Finance and Revenue
Committee introduced more than 30 tax
bills ...” And even a headline that matter-offactly proclaims,“...and there are sure to be
other tax plans introduced throughout the
session.”
The 2019 legislative session will be an outright money grab by governor Kate Brown
and her fellow Oregon Democratic leaders.
It will be open season on anything and everything that can possibly be taxed. Taxes already in place are fair game for tax increases.
And those increases will come.
“Details are being worked out behind the
scenes,” is a very prominent statement in

one article. That’s a phrase that always translates into “This won’t be a good thing.” Most
likely, one of those pesky details will be a
gross receipts tax on company sales. Another
detail, that could take awhile, is the creation
of a business activity tax. Whoa, there are a
whole slew of imaginative ways to create that
tax!

There will also be heavy lobbying from
the left to put an initiative on the ballot that
would raise property taxes on business owners by doing away with property tax relief
that we the voters approved through Measure 50. 
This would “significantly increase taxes” for
most businesses and “be a windfall for local

Homeowners won’t escape
lawmakers’ greedy hands either.
Increasing corporate income tax rates is almost certain. Hey, why not! Democrats have
a super majority in both the House and the
Senate. They can do anything they want. And
they will.
Liberals want to take away your personal
income tax kicker and end it forever. They
must, however, put this on the ballot for a
vote of the people because the kicker is currently protected in our Oregon Constitution.
However, liberals have been leaning on voters about this for some time, softening opposition. Liberals will prey on voters with
their famous line, “It’s for the children.” But
keep in mind, losing your personal tax kicker
would be permanent if they get away with
this.

P ark F ront

C oastline F oot

governments,” according to another article.
Liberals aren’t done yet, as the Tax Fairness Oregon group has a whole host of ideas
for commercial and industrial property taxes
that would create a net increase in revenue
for the state, says the founder of this far-left
group. The group claims they want equity in
taxation which would be achieved by taxing
all “similar” properties at the same rate as
the property with the highest taxes in that
group. No, liberals do not see fairness in
going with the property that has the lowest
taxes in the group!
Homeowners won’t escape lawmakers’
greedy hands either. Liberal’s convoluted
sense of fairness and equity makes million
dollar homes an easy target for higher taxes.

and
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Their view that anyone who can afford a million dollar home can easily afford increased
taxes; and by gosh, they rightfully ought to
pay more anyhow! It doesn’t matter that
Oregon property taxes are already some of
the highest in the nation. Any wonder home
ownership has become unaffordable for the
majority of Oregonians?
Claims to “help the poor” also include increasing the earned income tax credit for
low-income workers and also doubling the
standard deduction. To offset that, those
paying taxes at a higher rate will be assessed
even higher taxes. More tax fairness?
Equity is the key word for liberal legislators. “We live in a time of equity. Fairness
in all things for everyone,” is their rally cry.
This redistribution of wealth is socialism at
its best.
We already know what the liberals have
done in recent years to Oregon’s hardworking, struggling taxpayers. Make it your business to protect your business, your property
and your family’s budget in this 2019 Legislative Session. No one will look out for you
better than you!
Patti Milne, retired Marion County Commissioner and State Representative can be
reached at 503.551.5590. Watch Patti on
CCTV’s MomsMatters.
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Hicks Technology Services & TTJ NetCom Announce Merger
Hicks Technology Services and TTJ NetCom have announced the merger of their
business operations effective 12/21/2018.
The merged business will operate under a
new brand, Petra Technologies, Inc. and offer Rock Solid ITTM. The combined operation will create the largest and most experienced locally owned IT solutions firm in the
Mid-Willamette Valley, and will operate out
of the TTJ NetCom office located at 1836
Lancaster Drive NE, Salem, OR 97305.
Chris Cummings, of TTJ NetCom, will be
the CEO, and Mark Hicks, of Hicks Technology Services, will be the COO.
“We’re very excited about merging our two
companies and the professional synergy and
strength that will bring to the market,” stated
Cummings. “I’ve known and respected Mark
as both a friend and competitor, and our
combined teams and experience will have a
positive impact for our existing customers as
well as future customers,” added Cummings.
Petra Technologies, Inc. focus will be on

collaborating with small and medium businesses in the Willamette Valley, with 25 or
more employees, to provide predictable,
assured outcomes for every aspect of their
technology needs with a heavy emphasis on
network security.
“We’ve both run successful IT companies
for over 30 years, have similar philosophies
and have a lot of experience,” stated Hicks.
“A merger means we get to work together
and combine our strengths propelling us
ahead of the competition, offering even better service and allowing us to grow exponentially,” Hicks added.
About Petra Technologies, Inc. Their caring,
trustworthy professionals are easy to work
with and provide Rock Solid IT [TM], giving
you peace of mind to focus on running your
business. They protect and secure all your technology as a comprehensive, cost effective solution provider. Their experienced and responsive
professionals leverage their technology to deliver stable, worry-free, managed IT services.

Chris Cummings, of TTJ NetCom and Mark Hicks, of HIcks Technology

JJ Hunsaker General Manager
jhunsaker@lithia.com
Alexis Hunsaker Sales Associate
ahunsaker@lithia.com
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From Page 9
Because nonprofits need a continuous flow
of funding, they typically must ask for our
support at least several times per year. But
because there are numerous NPOs/CBOs
which frequently ask, it can be difficult to
remember how much, and when, we’ve
donated to any particular one of them. If
we don’t keep good track of our donations,
we’ll likely be taking precious time to “backsearch,” through our checkbook, credit
card records, and hastily scratched notes
on small pieces of paper thrown into some
kind of haphazard record-keeping “system”
(sound familiar?).
Having your own personal CHARITIES
CHART is a simple and time-saving way
to keep accurate, easily accessible records,
whether you keep them online or as a hard
copy. Just create your “pro forma original”
in early January and use a basic duplicate of
it each calendar year.
Your charities’ names are put in
alphabetical order in the left column; add
contact information if you wish (we keep
a separate “NPOs file” that contains the
outreach material we get from our selected
nonprofits). Leave some blank lines in your
chart so you can easily insert additions
to the list of charities when you decide to
support them.
The chart has four identical columns; each

headed by Amount/Date/Check #/Credit
Card #. The fifth column shows the Total
amount you’ve given each charity for the
calendar year.
We like to consider donation requests on
a monthly basis. That way, they don’t “pile
up.” Having four columns is helpful because
we may give as many as four ”quarterly”
donations to any of our chosen charities.
If you ask virtually any NPO/CBO what it
would like from its supporters, you’d find
more consistent and sustained giving near
the top of the list. As tradition would have
it, much of our giving is done in the last
two months of the year. Pamela Grow, a
nationally known expert on nonprofits,
recently observed that some organizations
raise as much as 70% of their donations
during the last six weeks of the year, with
a full third (33%) of the donations made in
December occurring on the 31st day of the
month!
Let’s put ourselves in their position. I
wonder how we’d like it if most of our own
personal income came in that way; in the
last two months of the year? How would we
handle our expenses during the other ten
months? We surely wouldn’t want to have
to operate that way. Our local nonprofits
don’t either.
In fact, they’d prefer that we donate

monthly — on an automatic deduction
basis — a method that’s convenient for us
and much better for them in terms of both
reliable consistency and sustainability.
Such a method helps them better plan what
they can strive to accomplish and how they
will pay for the costs of their undertakings.
Essentially, our NPOs/CBOs would like us
to “Give more more often.”
Cherie and I want to suggest that those
of us who are “financially fortunate” seek
to increase our “Largesse Level,” too. That
means we make a concerted effort to give
liberally and generously — continuously
building on our philanthropic foundation.
Ruth McCambridge, Editor in Chief of the
Nonprofit Quarterly publication, recently
wrote that “high net worth donors” (HNW)

gave an average of $29,269.00 to charity
in 2017. Folks who aren’t in the HNW
category gave an average of $2,514.00. She
also said that “forty-nine percent of highnet-worth givers do not yet have a strategy
to guide their giving.” Doesn’t that seem to
be an awfully high percentage — with lots of
room for improvement?
From the research I’ve done over the
course of this year, I’m convinced that
the thousands of HNW individuals and
families in our locale could afford to rather
dramatically increase their largesse levels.
I’m recommending that donors adopt
the use of a CHARITIES CHART in part
because using such a chart should definitely
help them with their strategic planning for
giving.
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Continued

I’m now a “senior,” and while I don’t live
large, I have an opportunity to give large
— for awhile at least. That opportunity lies
within my Individual Retirement Account
(IRA). In the June edition of the SBJ, I
wrote about actions people who are 70 & 1/2
or older can take with their IRAs to benefit
themselves and their charities: “Giving
While You’re Living — The IRA Impact
Initiative.”This article was particularly
well-received by readers, so if you’d like to
read it, again or for the first time, just type
Salem Business Journal Home Page in your
browser. Near the top of the first page is the
heading Past Issues. Click on it. The Online
Version shows all the cover dates (month of
publication dates). Click on June 2018.
Here’s an excerpt: “What I plan to do, and
encourage others to do, is to donate ‘excess
IRA dollars’ (monies not anticipated to be
needed for future living expenses) to our
local NPOs.”
If you have an IRA, and especially if you’re
age 70 & 1/2 or older, get professional
guidance on these two points, among
others: 1. Qualified Charitable Distribution/
Required Minimum Distribution; and 2.
Income in Respect of a Decedent (IRD).
In regard to the first point, here’s
a quote from a respected local CPA/
PFS: “Individuals 70 & 1/2 and older
can instruct their IRA trustees to make
Qualified Charitable Distributions of up to
$100,000.00 per year to a qualified charity.
These contributions count towards your
Required Minimum Distribution but do not
raise your adjusted gross income. This can
reduce your adjusted gross income when
considering the taxability of your Social
Security benefits or other limits on your
itemized deductions. Qualified Charitable
Distributions can be made from regular or
Roth IRAs and not from pensions, 401K
accounts, or ongoing SIMPLE and SEP
plans.”
Regarding the second point (made by
me, not the CPA/PFS, though she agreed
with it): “As part of your estate planning,
consider making one or more charities a
contingent beneficiary(ies) of your IRA.
This can be done via a simple beneficiary
designation form. People may think their
IRAs will simply pass to their chosen human
beneficiaries, with a basis equal to the value
of the IRA at time of death. However, the
tax law has a ‘feature’ known by professional
advisors as ‘Income in Respect of a Decedent
(IRD).’ Huh? What is that?! Suffice it to say,
for purposes of this informational article,
the ‘tax hit’ owed upon death because of the
IRD clause may be enormous; potentially a
huge percentage of your IRA’s value. Again,
seek professional guidance — so your IRA
does the best it can for you and for the local
charities you choose to support.”
As the saying goes, “You never know when
you’re gonna go,” so for us to have a will,

a living trust if appropriate, and an estate
plan that fulfills our wishes concerning
our various assets (especially IRAs!) is the
proper and prudent thing to do — emphasis
on do.
On a personal note, I’ve been writing my
“NONPROFIT ADVOCATE” articles in the
SBJ since April of this year and hope they’ve
been helpful to you and “our” local NPOs/
CBOs. This is my final article in the series.
If you’d like to see any of my past articles,
you can easily find them in the Past Issues

link of SBJ’s website. Here are their titles:
April: Golden Rule-Guided Patriots/The
Giving Pledge for Millionaires in
Our Midst;
May: The Role of Religion in the Realm
of Giving;
June: Giving While You’re Living —
The IRA Impact Initiative;
July: It’s Nice to Be Nice;
August: Now What?;
September: Make America Good Again!

(Good Precedes Great);
October: In Legacy We Trust;
November: Giving Tuesday — And On
All The Other Days.
HAPPY NEW YEAR to you and yours.
May we all live a long and generous life —
full of giving while we’re living — OMD! at
a time.
To discuss this article, or your suggestions for
future articles, just give me a call at 503-3642448. Thanks for reading and sharing.
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RECYCLE RIGHT

PUBLIC WORKS
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
mcRecicla.net | mcRecycles.net
Se habla español | 503.365.3188

MIXED RECYCLING GUIDE

Paper & Cardboard Papel y Cartón

Plastics Plásticos
Bottles
Jugs

Botellas
Gallones

There may still be opportunities to recycle some items
that can not be placed into the mixed recycling roll cart.
Visit mcrecycleguide.net to learn of other
possible options.

EMPTY, CLEAN, DRY

Office paper/junk mail
Cereal-type Boxes
Greeting Cards
(no foil or glitter)
Magazines
Newspaper
Phone Books
Paperback Books
Paper Bags
Cardboard
Paper

Papel de oficina/ Correo no Deseado
Cajas de cereal
Tarjetas de felicitación
(sin aluminio o glitter)
Revistas
Periódicos
Libros telefónicos
Libros de tapa blanda
Bolsas de papel
Cartón
Papel

Metal Metal

Steel (tin) cans
Aluminum cans

Latas de acero (estaño)
Latas de aluminio

Todavía puede haber oportunidades para reciclar
algunos artículos que no pueden colocarse en el
bote del reciclaje mixto. Visita mcrecycleguide.net
para conocer otras opciones posibles.

VACÍO, LIMPIO, SECO

Your Family Deserves the Best!
NORTHWEST

Mild climate, open spaces and
abundant natural resources
make the Northwest an
ideal location for raising
the finest cattle.

Double R Ranch beef is
hand selected to include only
USDA Choice Grade and higher
levels of marbling.

RANCH to TABLE

Hailing from the bountiful Pacific Northwest, Double R Ranch is widely
recognized for superior beef. They are committed to working with the region’s
most reputable ranchers who use the best practices to make certain their cattle
are well cared for and all of their beef is robust, juicy and tender.
Available at your local Roth’s Fresh Markets.

Always Fresh, Fast and Friendly

